Norman Lombard, '05, has been elected to the editorial staff of The Tech.

The Senior Class at its last meeting voted twenty-five dollars towards a new athletic cup.

The much-needed sidewalk in Engineering Alley has at last been built, and for this we have to thank our good friend, F. H. Rand.

Plans are now being drawn up for a Sanitary Research Laboratory on Garrison Street, for experiments on sewage disposal.

The subscription list for the Tech Show Score has grown so rapidly since the first of the week that the management has to publish the Score.

Mrs. Pritchett has returned from her western trip, and will be at home to students Tuesday and Saturday afternoons, from five to half past six.

The date of the Dual Meet with Dartmouth has been fixed for May 9, 2.30 p.m., at Hanover. The events will probably be the same as in last year's Triangular Meet.

At a meeting of the Class of 1905 last Monday it was decided to have a baseball team this spring and to accept the '06 challenge. E. C. Weaver was elected manager.

The men of 1905 have been very slow to buy their class pipes and canes. Only seventy-five pipes and fewer canes have been ordered. Every Sophomore should try to have his name on the next order.

There were only thirty-four men at the Union last Saturday evening, but as is usually the case when the crowd is small, everybody stayed until late, talking over student affairs and singing. "The smaller the crowd the greater the fun" holds at the Union as elsewhere.

The attention of the Juniors is called to the class photograph posted on the Cage. The committee have marked some faces they are unable to identify. Each member of the class should ascertain that he is not included among this number.

H. W. Kenway and R. R. Patch, ex-'05, are surveying on the proposed line of the Sandwich, Hyannis and Chatham Electric Railroad. They intend returning in the fall, to enter the class of '06.

Mr. C. E. A. Winslow, instructor in Sanitary Biology, gave a talk on "Microbes, Good and Bad," last night, in the Dearborn School. Next Wednesday Dr. George W. Field, instructor in Economic Biology, will give a talk at the same place on "A Day with a Biologist on a Farm."

In the list of Fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science elected during the Washington meeting, as announced in a recent number of Science, are to be found the names of the following Institute men: Dr. R. P. Bigelow, George W. Fuller, V., '90, Professor Theodore Hough and C. E. A. Winslow, VII., '98.

The Walker Club held a dinner at the Tech Union on Friday evening, March 6. Mr. C. C. Curtis presided. After the dinner one of the members of the club, Alfred Peabody, gave a talk on "Australia," dwelling especially on the industries, scenery, and town and country life in the colonies. The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides.